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Abstract: By exploring how the Assyrian and Romani genocides came to be forgotten in official history and collective
memory, this paper takes a step towards redress for years of inadvertent neglect and deliberate concealment. In
addressing the roles played by scholars and nations, and the effect of international law and government policy, it
notes the inaccessibility of evidence, combined with a narrow application of definitions of victim groups, and a focus
on written proof of perpetrator intent. Continuing persecution of survivors in the aftermath of the genocides, and
government actions to erase the genocides from history, are common to both cases. The dimension of a comparative
analysis between two emblematic “hidden” genocides shows that there are many similarities in the process of
forgetting that occurred in their respective aftermaths. Developing an understanding of how these genocides came
to be ignored and forgotten may provide a foundation for genuine acknowledgment and redress.
Keywords: Romani/Roma, Assyrians/Assyria, genocide, hiddenness, concealment, forgotten
Introduction
Seventy years after the liberation of Auschwitz, Romani peoples are still struggling to have their
tragic experiences during the Second World War acknowledged. Only a few survivors are still
alive. Hermann Höllenreiner is one such survivor, and remains deeply troubled by the unlearned
lessons of what he calls the “forgotten genocide”—the systematic liquidation of Europe’s Romani
population.1 Likewise, descendants of victims of the Assyrian Genocide experience the hidden
nature of their history as an added insult; as compounding the trauma of the genocide itself. This
experience is encapsulated in the words of Joseph Zaya, born in the Hakkari region of south-east
Anatolia, who shortly before he passed away at the age of one hundred stated that this genocide
“is something that we Assyrians should never forget, and the world should not forget it, either.”2
The factors contributing to the hiddenness of a particular genocide are often made up of an
interrelated web of political, economic, religious and geostrategic interests; and are the result of
a combination of actions by various parties. This paper will examine why some genocides are
ignored or fade into oblivion, by looking at the cases of the Assyrian Genocide, which occurred
alongside the Armenian Genocide during the First World War, and the Romani Genocide during
the Nazi-Fascist era in Europe. These emblematic examples illustrate how and why some genocides
are studied, reported, and officially commemorated, while others are ignored and their victims
forgotten. As René Lemarchand writes in his edited volume, Forgotten Genocides, “the systematic
eradication of tens if not hundreds of thousands of Assyrians receives little or no attention. Again,
consider the marginal attention paid to the martyrdom of the Gypsy victims of the Holocaust.”3
The phenomenon of hidden or forgotten genocides has received some attention in recent
years, and two texts in particular have informed the analysis in this paper–Lemarchand’s
abovementioned Forgotten Genocides; and Hidden Genocides: Power, Knowledge, Memory, edited by
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Anthony Faiola, Ruth Eglash and Michelle Boorstein, “The Voices of Auschwitz,” The Washington Post, January 23,
2015, accessed March 1, 2016, http://www.washingtonpost.com/sf/world/2015/01/23/with-fewer-voices-auschwitzsurvivors-speak/; Laura Shepard Townsend, “The Holocaust’s Forgotten Roma Victims,” MJCIMAGEWORKS,
September 14, 2014, accessed March 1, 2016, http://mjcimageworks.com/blog/the-holocausts-forgotten-roma-victims/.
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Assyrian International News Agency, “99 Years of Turkish Genocide,” AINA, April 23, 2014, accessed March 13, 2016,
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Alexander Laban Hinton, Thomas La Pointe and Douglas Irvin-Erickson. Both collections present
a range of case studies and analyses, and the latter identifies a canon of genocide cases which
“remain exemplary, first and foremost the Holocaust.”4 The core of recognized genocides includes
those in Rwanda, Bosnia, Cambodia and Darfur, those of Indigenous peoples broadly, and the
Armenian Genocide, which has gained attention in recent years and which is now also included
in the triad of core genocides along with the Holocaust and Rwandan genocide. Those genocides
which have engendered less recognition, constitute what has been referred to as the “second circle”,
“periphery”, and finally “forgotten” genocides,5 encompassing cases ranging from Bangladesh,
Kosovo and the Ukrainian famine, to East Timor, Burundi and the Assyrian and Greek genocides.
It is unclear where in this structure sit the many non-Jewish victims of the Nazis and their Axis
allies, primarily Romani peoples but also Jehovah’s Witnesses, homosexuals and other categories
of people considered asocial.
This paper presents a comparative analysis of the Romani and Assyrian experiences, addressing
the roles played by scholars and nations, and the effect of international law and government policy,
in either blocking out or including particular events in collective memories and official history. A
comparative analysis between the Romani and Assyrian cases can help to highlight the interplay
between causes, and identify patterns that can lead to both unintentional forgetting and deliberate
concealment.
This paper also notes the influence of issues internal to the victim communities, such as a
cultural disinclination to record events in writing, resulting in a lack of survivor testimony,6 and
in both cases, internal divisions which have prevented a unified voice to advocate the cause of
recognition. Indeed, in consultations with Assyrian community representatives, the absence of a
self-governed, autonomous nation-state is sometimes cited as a reason for the lack of power to
drive recognition efforts, and this factor in itself would be worthy of a more detailed study.7
The most significant factors have been located outside the control of the communities
themselves. Political motivations and the desire to consolidate national identities lie behind how
history is written and how genocides are remembered. It may be a cliché that history is written
by the victors, however the collective memory of a population is very often intentionally built by
removing certain aspects and emphasizing others, creating a narrative that benefits that particular
group.8 In the construction of historical narratives after both world wars, nations strove to create
clear dichotomies between perpetrators and rescuers, or perpetrators and victims, with no room
for complex analysis or acknowledgement of those countries which may have played simultaneous
and often paradoxical roles (for instance, simplistic postwar narratives allowed especially non-Axis
countries to conceal their own persecution of Romanies before, during and indeed after the war.)
4
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Memory (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2013), 5.
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in Forgotten Genocides: Oblivion, Denial, and Memory, ed. René Lemarchand (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press, 2011).
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The inaccessibility of documentation–records officially withheld by authorities or information
presenting in wide range of languages–has also hindered academic research.9 Other issues relate
to methods of implementation of the genocides, exacerbated by narrow academic and legal
interpretations of the concept of genocide. For example, an intentionalist view of genocide in
early historiography (that is, a view that genocide is the result of a central policy or decision by
government, and recorded in writing) excluded the massacres of Romani peoples, which were
often haphazard and locally-initiated, from mainstream definitions of genocide. Much official
Ottoman documentation refers explicitly to the Armenian community,10 and although Assyrians
were often directly targeted, or swept up in massacres of Armenians, clear proof is sometimes
concealed behind the wording of Turkish documents.
Further, continuing prejudice against the victims in the immediate and longer-term post-genocide
environment, suppression of information and national mythmaking, and conscious government efforts
to muddy the identity of victims, can have profound effects on how genocides are written into, or
omitted from, official histories. For example, as modern nation-states were created in the aftermath
of the First World War, their new governments embedded the denial of Assyrian history by
denying even the identity of Assyrians as a group. Forced to officially identify as members of other
communities, the very existence of a group known as Assyrians was officially extinguished.11
Finally, ongoing discrimination meant that the survivors of genocide were not only deprived of
acknowledgement of their suffering, but even blamed for bringing it on themselves. Since Romani
peoples were imprisoned in camps based on their categorization as a social group with “criminal
tendencies,” their treatment during the war was considered to have been justified, and they were
subsequently excluded from commemorations, memorialization and reparations processes. In fact,
because they were believed to have been targeted as a social group, they have been excluded from
legal recognition under the United Nations Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime
of Genocide, which specifies that genocide can be committed solely against national, ethnic, racial
or religious groups.12 For these and other reasons to be explored further in this paper, certain
genocides of the twentieth century have been relegated to the footnotes of history.
Germany’s wholehearted admission of guilt for the Jewish Holocaust has contributed to
widespread memorialization and compensation, but this admission has only recently extended to
other groups of victims. The Nazi genocide of Europe’s Jews during the Second World War remains
the most studied and publicly known genocide; in contrast, the attacks on Romani communities,
and the ideologies that triggered them, remain relatively forgotten in academic literature and public
consciousness. Today, the Assyrian and Armenian communities recognize and commemorate
each other’s history of genocide by the Ottoman and Republican Turkish authorities,13 but broader
awareness of the Assyrian experience pales in comparison. Official Turkish denial of both genocides
continues to this day, though global recognition of the Armenian experience has increased over
recent years. For the Assyrian community, however, the hiddenness of its history represents an
additional layer of denial.
The analysis in this paper is based on existing research by leading scholars of the Romani
and Assyrian genocides, including Racho Donef, Hannibal Travis, David Gaunt, Nicholas AlJeloo, Ian Hancock and Michael Stewart,14 while also referring to the authors’ own research.
9
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Memory, ed. Rene Lemarchand (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2013), 133.
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Rene Lemarchand (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2013), 140.
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The authors carried out fieldwork in Italy and Australia on the history of the Romanies, and the
views of both Romani and Assyrian representatives were taken into account. While examining
the case studies, this paper provides some background on the two communities, their history
and culture, and experiences of persecution in the lead up to the two respective genocides. A
section on the genocides themselves describes the ideological motivations and outlines how each
community was targeted for elimination. It argues that in the aftermath of the genocides, deliberate
efforts were made by governments to prevent any recognition of the genocides, and to blur the
identity of the victim groups so as to avoid acknowledgement of their losses. Minimal scholarly
attention, a lack of public commemoration, and limitations of the legal definition of genocide,
represent some of the obstacles that the Romani and Assyrian communities continue to face as
they seek recognition of their communities’ respective historical and contemporary experiences of
genocide and prejudice.
This article presents a new dimension of comparative analysis between the Romani and
Assyrian genocides. The process of highlighting factors that are common to both has identified
patterns in the development of the hiddenness of certain genocides. An awareness of these factors
may help in the pursuit of recognition and redress.
Theoretical Issues and Debates Concerning ‘Hidden Genocides’
Both the Assyrian and Romani genocides have been primarily viewed, to the extent that they have been
studied at all, through the lens of other genocides, partly the result of each having occurred concurrently
to another genocide. Ian Hancock argues that recognition of each case should be pursued “in its
own context, and not as a corollary to that of another people.”15 While Hancock points out the value
of exploring the history of each genocide as a singular event, comparative analyses can also be
beneficial. Comparative analyses can become problematic however, when one genocide is always
used as the lens for another, to the extent that one is subsumed or obscured by the other.
In genocide historiography, the Nazi Holocaust of European Jewry is recognized as the
paradigmatic genocide, where “other genocides are often seen and interpreted through the lens of
our understanding about the Holocaust”.16 Indeed, there are important ways that the Holocaust can
form a useful foundation, not least because of the enormous evidence base it provides to the study
of genocide. Holocaust scholarship has developed theoretical frameworks for critical examination
of all other cases of genocide, and the wealth of evidence and analysis in relation to the Holocaust
provides a strong basis for studying other genocidal atrocities.
One of the unforeseen effects of the extensive attention on the genocide of the Jews, however,
is that the Romani Genocide has been viewed exclusively in relation to the Holocaust. In practice,
this has led to the creation of a neat distinction between a sort of “Upper-Case Holocaust” and
a “lower-case holocaust.”17 The experience of the Romanies has remained on the periphery of
genocide scholarship and is hardly ever analyzed as a case of genocide in its own right, despite
research suggesting that “together with Jews, the Romani victims were the only ethnic/racial
population selected for total annihilation.”18
‘Armenian Genocide’: How Scholars Unremembered the Assyrian and Greek Genocides in the Ottoman Empire,” in
Hidden Genocides: Power, Knowledge, Memory, eds. Alexander Laban Hinton, Thomas La Pointe, and Douglas IrvinErickson (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2014); David Gaunt, Massacres, Resistance, Protectors: MuslimChristian Relations in Eastern Anatolia during World War I (Piscataway: Gorgias Press, 2006); Stewart, “The Gypsy
Problem”; Hancock, “Responses to the Porrajmos”; Nicholas Al-Jeloo, “Who are the Assyrians?”, Conference Paper
at The Assyrian Australian Academic Society, Sydney, Australia, July 2, 2000; Nicholas Al-Jeloo, “Assyrians: Between
Homeland and Diaspora”, Conference Paper at Assyrian American Cultural Organization of Arizona, Arizona State
University-West Campus, September 7, 2013.
15

Ian Hancock, “Romanies and the Holocaust: A Re-evaluation and an Overview,” in The Historiography of the Holocaust,
ed. Dan Stone, (New York: Palgrave-Macmillan, 2004), 395.

16

Task Force for International Cooperation on Holocaust Education, Remembrance, and Research, “2010 Education
Working Group Paper on the Holocaust and Other Genocides,” United Nations, 2010, accessed March 16, 2016, http://
www.un.org/en/holocaustremembrance/EM/partners%20materials/EWG_Holocaust_and_Other_Genocides.pdf.
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Hancock, “Downplaying the Porrajmos,” 82.

18

János Bársony and Ágnes Daróczi, eds., Pharrajimos: The Fate of the Roma during the Holocaust (New York: International
Debate Education Association Press, 2008), 2.
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Likewise, the Armenian Genocide is the ultimate early model of a modern, bureaucratic,
systematic genocide of a minority group viewed as a national, ethnic and religious threat. The
atrocities against Assyrians that began just prior, in 1914, tend to be viewed, only and always,
comparatively through the lens of the Armenian Genocide. There are important distinctions
however, between the Assyrian and Armenian examples. The national, ethnic, cultural and
linguistic, demographic and religious motivators that influenced the Armenian Genocide should
not be neglected in the process of recognizing the Assyrian tragedy. However, it is fair to say that
the Assyrian Genocide has been largely overshadowed by study of the Armenian experience.
Debate remains as to whether the Holocaust’s status as paradigmatic example nurtures or
hinders scholarship and memorialization of other genocides.19 In recent years, some genocide
scholars have claimed that particular victim communities have highlighted their own suffering while
deliberately shutting out attention and empathy for other communities. Yair Auron has criticized
the repression of experiences of non-Jewish victims of the Nazis,20 while Dirk Moses has written
on the phenomenon of competitiveness within genocide memorialization and historiography,
arguing that groups seek to assert the uniqueness of their own experience while diminishing the
suffering of others. Moses’ article about the development of the Canadian Museum of Human
Rights claims that some communities view the memorialization of the genocide of another group
as a direct threat to the memory of their own experience, and his application of Emile Durkheim’s
theory of the sacred versus the profane has shown how one’s own history of genocide may be felt
as somehow special (“events that are loved, venerated, or dreaded, and that are superior in dignity
to the ordinary world of the profane”),21 relative to others’ experiences of genocide. Hannibal
Travis has alleged that some scholars of the Armenian Genocide intentionally omitted information
about the Assyrian Genocide in the construction of Armenian Genocide historical narratives.22 All
of these theories are highly contested. For instance, in his book review, Uğur Ümit Üngör rejects
Travis’ claim about Armenian Genocide scholars,23 while Dina Porat at Yad Vashem, the World
Holocaust Remembrance Center, “vehemently rejects” Auron’s allegations.24
The authors of this paper do not believe it is helpful to blame one victim community for
eclipsing the experiences of another; but rather seek to focus on the interplay of various factors in
the development of each genocide. Shedding light on less well-known genocides is not intended
to equate these with their better-known counterparts. In fact, the process of comparative analysis
actually emphasizes distinguishing features as well as parallels, allowing a deeper understanding
of the manifold ways that genocides are devised and implemented. It follows that exploring the
ways in which the Assyrian and Romani histories have been ignored or forgotten, and bringing
their genocides to light, in no way diminishes the experiences of the Ottoman Armenians or the
Jewish communities of Europe.
Background
The Assyrian Community
As the indigenous people of Bet-Nahrain (“the Land Between the Rivers”), the Assyrians have
inhabited the upper reaches of the Tigris and Euphrates River valley systems since the beginning of
recorded history. Perhaps as early as the 2400s BCE, Assyrians had formed states in Mesopotamia,
with their last great state falling in 612 BCE.25 King Abgar of Edessa was the first ruler to convert to
19

For example, A. Dirk Moses, “The Canadian Museum for Human Rights: the ‘Uniqueness of the Holocaust’ and the
Question of Genocide,” Journal of Genocide Research 14, no. 2 (2012).

20

Ofer Aderet, “Genocide Scholar Blasts Israel’s ‘Racist’ Teaching of the Holocaust”, Haaretz, January 27, 2016, accessed
March 13, 2016, http://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-1.699749.

21

A. Dirk Moses, “Conceptual Blockages and Definitional Dilemmas in the ‘Racial Century’: Genocides of Indigenous
Peoples and the Holocaust,” Patterns of Prejudice 36, no. 4 (2002), 11.

22

Travis, “Constructing the ‘Armenian Genocide’,” 172.

23

Uğur Ümit Üngör, “Book review: ‘Hidden Genocides: Power, Knowledge, Memory’,” Genocide Studies and Prevention:
An International Journal 8, no. 3 (2014), 101-102.

24

Aderet, “Genocide Scholar Blasts,” para 5.

25

Lawrence Cunningham and John Reich, Culture and Values: A Survey of the Humanities (Boston: Cengage Learning, 2009), 10.
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Christianity, taking his subjects with him. The geostrategic importance of the Assyrian homeland
astride key trade and travel routes made the community susceptible to repeated invasions and
conquests by foreign forces including the Eastern Romans (erroneously named Byzantines),26
Iranian Persians, and Mongols.
The development of a modern, national identity amongst the Assyrians of the Ottoman Empire
inevitably clashed with the Turkish and Kurdish nationalisms emerging in the early twentieth
century. They came to be viewed, like the Armenians, as a threat to the longed-for ethnic and
religious homogeneity of the Turkish state. By January 1914, six years after the coup d’état that
brought the Committee for Union and Progress (CUP) to power, the long-standing enmity between
Muslim Turks and indigenous Christian populations was at the point of exploding.
The Ottoman Empire’s milliyet system classified personal identity by the house of worship an
individual attended.27 The development of Assyrian Christianity28 led to a split from the Orthodox
Patriarch in Constantinople, and Assyrians were subsequently classified as being part of the Ermeni
milliyet,29 with the Armenian Patriarchs of Constantinople and Cilicia being responsible for their
good behavior. It is clear that the CUP (also known as the Young Turks), despite expressing a
secular agenda, was in no hurry to abolish the existing religiously-based social system, reflected in
the resolutions adopted by the 1910 CUP Congress in Thessalonike (Salonika):
Musulmans generally should retain their arms, and where they are in a minority arms should
be distributed to them by the authorities. ... Emigration from the Caucasus and Turkestan
must be encouraged, land provided for the immigrants, and the Christians prevented from
purchasing property. ... Turkey was essentially a Moslem country, and Moslem ideas and
influence must preponderate. All other religious propaganda must be suppressed, as no
reliance could be placed on Christians, who were always working for the downfall of the
new regime. ... Sooner or later the complete Ottomanization of all Turkish subjects must
be effected, but it was becoming clear that this could never be achieved by persuasion, and
recourse must be had to force of arms.30

Moreover, genocidal language became increasingly common, laying the groundwork for the
broader acceptance of massacre and deportation, with one of CUP’s chief ideologues, Dr. Behaeddin
Sakir, stating in 1911, “The nations that remain from the old times in our empire are akin to foreign
and harmful weeds that must be uprooted.”31
Romani Peoples
The Romani32 population, likely originating from the north-west of India somewhere between the
fifth and the tenth centuries33 comprises a multitude of sub-groups, scattered across all continents.34
The community first appeared in Europe under the Byzantine Empire, around the tenth century
AD and were regarded as “outcasts, intruders, and threats, probably because of their dark skin,

26

Fergus Millar, A Greek Roman Empire: Power and Belief under Theodosius II (408–450) (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 2006), 15.

27

Abdulaziz Sachedina, The Islamic Roots of Democratic Pluralism (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000).

28

For additional analysis concerning religious developments within the Assyrian community, see Al-Jeloo, “Who are the
Assyrians?” and Al-Jeloo, “Assyrians: Between Homeland and Diaspora”.

29

Kent F. Schull, “Difference during the Second Constitutional period,” in Religion, Ethnicity and Contested Nationhood in
the Former Ottoman Space, ed. Jørgen S. Nielsen (Leiden: Brill, 2012), 79.

30

“The Salonika Congress; The Young Turks and their Programme,” The Times (London) October 3, 1911, 3.

31

Ibid., 3.
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In this paper, we refer to “Romanies/Romani peoples”, the term which can apply to all Romani groups, including
but not limited to “Roma” and “Sinti”; Márton Rövid, “Cosmopolitanism and Exclusion: On the Limits Transnational
Democracy in the Light of the Case of Roma,” PhD diss. (Budapest: Central European University, 2011), 48.

33

Ian Hancock, “The Emergence of Romani as a Koïné outside of India,” in Scholarship and the Gypsy Struggle, ed. Thomas
Acton (Hatfield, UK: The University of Hertfordshire Press, 2000), 1.

34

Letizia Mancini, “Riflessioni sull’identità dei rom,” Jura Gentium 8, (2010-2011), 23-29.
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their association with [the] invading Muslim Ottoman Empire, and their foreign ways.”35 Over the
following centuries, the communities developed unique languages and cultural traditions, and a
way of life that set them apart from the dominant European population. Often referred to using
pejorative terms such as Gypsies, Zingari, Zigeuner, Gitanos, or Cigani, their marginalized position
can partly be attributed to a negative view of nomadism:
…in the superior man, nomadism enlarges the spirit, educates him to wider intuitions … in
the inferior man, like the gypsy … it creates an instability of character, …it distances him
from permanent work and facilitates greed for other peoples’ possessions and other peoples’
women … In the inferior man, nomadism destroys every notion of homeland.36

The idea that nomadism was an element of asociality became deeply rooted, and consequently,
European countries adopted policies for the “sedentarization” (and forced assimilation) of
Romani peoples.37 For example, Italy introduced a series of institutional measures, with Romani
communities “treated as a public danger and subjected to bans throughout the Italian peninsula.”38
As in the Assyrian case, by the 19th century, nationalist ideologies informed the view that Romani
peoples represented a problem of national security. The resistance displayed by itinerant people to
the “re-educational” policies39 enacted within different national contexts was subsequently linked
to pseudo-scientific race theories, whereby a tendency towards crime and asociality was seen as a
genetic feature of the group. As early as 1876, Cesare Lombroso, an Italian criminal anthropologist,
described the Zingari (Gypsies) as a “criminal race.”40
Influenced by Darwinist theory, Lombroso argued that not only was it possible to identify
criminals through the use of anthropometric techniques, but that certain attributes, considered
responsible for creating inferior populations among the species, were hereditary. For this reason,
Lombroso “believed that deliberate selection was appropriate, to complement and fortify natural
selection.”41 These perceptions created a context in which genocide, later carried out by the Nazi
regime in Germany and its counterparts across Europe, would be considered an acceptable
measure against Romani peoples. With the introduction of the Nuremberg laws in 1935, the Jewish
and Romani peoples were both identified as “enemies of the race-based state.”42
Forgotten Genocides
Seyfo (The Sword): The Assyrian Genocide
Massacres of Assyrians began in earnest in 1914, as part of preparations for the invasion of Russia
and Persia at the year’s end. Starting with the conscription of Christian men of military age, the
Ottoman authorities ordered massacres beyond the borders of the Turkish state, consolidating
an established pattern of systematic massacre aimed at eliminating the indigenous non-Muslim
presence in desired territories.43 Eyewitnesses recorded the treatment of Assyrian victims;
Australian members of the Dunsterforce for instance, recorded that of the approximately 80,000
Assyrians and Armenians they had encountered in the Urmiah Valley in August 1918, barely
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half reached safety in British-held Mesopotamia.44 Across the decade of genocidal destruction
(1914-1924), an estimated half of the indigenous Assyrian population of the Middle East was
killed.45
The Turkish authorities of the Ottoman Empire, although motivated particularly by a fervent
nationalism which ideologically fed the drive for ethnic and cultural homogeneity, did not hesitate
to use religion as a political tool. The Young Turks declared Jihad46 in August 1914 and transformed
the already existing practice of forced conversion of women and children into official government
policy. Assyrian and Armenian communities were the targets of a host of genocidal strategies
which escalated over time. In addition to mass murder, these included sexual violence, forced
marriage and assimilation, in conjunction with forced deportation under conditions producing
large numbers of deaths. Cultural destruction was also widespread.
However, there is a great deal of complexity around the targeting of Armenians and Assyrians,
including geographical variance as well as differing interpretations and orders by CUP officials and
lower level bureaucrats. In addition, atrocities were committed by a wide range of perpetrators,
sometimes centrally ordered, sometimes acted on by local populations within a broader context of
religious and ethnic hatred. In some geographical areas, the Armenian community was specifically
targeted, with Assyrians and other minorities afforded a greater level of protection, at least in
theory. In other areas, Assyrians were swept up in massacres of Armenians and both communities
suffered huge losses.47 For example, telegrams between the governor of Diyarbekir, Dr. Resid Pasha
and Interior Minister Talaat Pasha in July 1915 indicate divergence in the orders from the most
senior CUP officials and the actions on the ground, with Talaat aware from German reports “that
in recent days massacres have been planned of the Armenians in the province, as well as of the
other Christians without any differentiation according to sect or confession” and instructing the
governor not to apply the “disciplinary and political measures adopted vis-à-vis the Armenians …
to the other Christians.”48 Taner Akçam, who has analyzed a wealth of Ottoman documentation,
has explained that although Talaat demanded the killings apply only to Armenians, the massacres
of all Christians in Diyarbekir continued.
Eastern parts of the Empire, astride the corridor linking Anatolia with the Caucasus and
Central Asia contained large Armenian and Assyrian populations, and because these communities
presented a physical obstacle to the unification of the Turks in Anatolia with the Turkic-speaking
peoples in Azerbaijan and Central Asia, this geographic area became a priority target for elimination.
The records of the ruling political party illustrate their perception of Christian citizens as a hostile
collective.49 Üngor notes that “Many historical sources including interviews with Assyrian survivors
suggest that genocidal intent among the CUP elite was strongest towards the Armenians.”50 Yet,
even though on paper the distinction between Armenian and Assyrian people was recognized, it
appears that in the minds of the bureaucracy and the Muslim Turkish population, they were often
seen as one enemy.51
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Baro Porrajmos (The Great Devouring): The Romani Genocide
The history of the Romani diaspora across Europe has been characterized by centuries of
persecution, which reached its climax under the Nazi Fascist regimes. The vision of creating a pure
nation, free from ethnic or other minority influences was embedded in Nazi doctrine, with 500,000
German Jews the earliest victims.
The Romani population in Germany numbered between 20,000 and 26,000 at the start of the
Second World War, and this small number, as well as their marginality in social and economic
affairs52 meant they were not a high priority for the Nazis. But the goal of creating a “pure” nation
was deeply embedded in the Nazi regime and in July 1933, a new law introduced the compulsory
sterilization of those labeled as hereditary ill, applying predominantly to Romanies.
This law triggered a massive hunt for asocials (such as homeless and beggars), leading to
the intensification of measures directed at destroying “organizations and subcultures considered
to be breeding-grounds of immorality and deviance.”53 Policies against Romanies, in particular,
escalated over the course of the war, and many thousands were imprisoned in concentration
camps, or murdered by bullets and in gas chambers. Countless more were forcibly sterilized in
order to rip apart the biological and social fabric of the community. Although there are no precise
figures regarding the number of victims, between 500,000 and 1.5 million Romanies lost their lives
during the Second World War.54
To note that the Romani Genocide has been neglected in historical study is not to suggest it
is equivalent to the Holocaust of the Jews. As Michael Stewart has noted, “‘The Gypsy problem’
occupied a totally different place in Nazi ideology that than of ‘the Jewish problem.’”55 Jews were
undoubtedly considered the ultimate enemy of the Nazis, to be totally wiped out wherever they
dared live.56 According to the Task Force for International Cooperation on Holocaust Education,
Remembrance, and Research,57 this totality of ideology and implementation distinguishes
the treatment of Jews from other examples of mass murder committed by the Nazis. So called
“community aliens”58 were not all treated the same way, and “different policies hit different groups
at different times.”59 By the mid-1930s, Romanies had come to be viewed as “a racial, rather than
social threat”60 and the intention to eliminate them from German society became manifest.
Since the end of the war, academic and public attention has been primarily focused on the
Holocaust of the Jews, with the fate of Romanies considered a marginal issue.61 According to
Kenrick, “in the many books written describing the Nazi period and the persecution of the Jews,
Gypsies usually appear as a footnote or small section.”62 When reference is made to Romanies,
they are usually grouped together under the category “other non-Jewish victims.”63 Because of
this lack of recognition, and to emphasize the specific character of their own tragedy, Romani
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scholars introduced the concept Baro Porrajmos, or the “great devouring” of human life, to refer to
the Romani Genocide.64
Aftermath of the Genocides
Assyrian Aftermath
The 1920 Treaty of Sevres gave hope to the surviving Assyrians scattered across British Iraq, Persia
and French Syria65 by offering “a scheme of local autonomy for the predominantly Kurdish areas
… [with] full safeguards for the protection of the Assyro-Chaldeans and other racial or religious
minorities within these areas.”66 However, often conflicting political interests of London, Paris,
Rome and Moscow combined with the 1919 revolution led by Mustafa Kemal,67 ensured the
Assyrian claim for autonomy, guaranteed by the League of Nations and the Great Powers, never
materialized. In addition, the small size of the Assyrian population, itself a direct result of the
genocide, was used as justification for the denial of an autonomous homeland for Assyrians on
their ancient territory. The major consequence of the failure of Sevres was that systematic killing
of the region’s Christian minorities went on for years, culminating in the destruction of Smyrne
(Izmir) in September 1922. Despite the fact that persecution and indeed mass killings continued
after the end of the First World War and well into the republican era, in terms of mobilizing Western
engagement with Turkey in the decades after the war, there may have been a broad political benefit
in relegating the Armenian Genocide to the Ottoman era and creating a distinction between that
time and the new Turkish state. This may partly explain why Western countries allowed the
genocides of Assyrians and other Christian minorities to fade from collective memory.
Cultural destruction and denial continued also, as the new national governments under whose
jurisdiction many Assyrian communities fell, claimed Assyrian land and cultural material as state
property, and changed the names of Assyrian villages and even the names of Assyrian citizens.68
These concrete actions were presented as proof that no indigenous Assyrian population had lived
in the lands which were now part of these newly established nation-states.
While Assyrians had been subsumed within the category of the Ermeni milliyet before the
genocide, the hiddenness of Assyrian identity continued in its aftermath. The 1923 Treaty of
Lausanne did not include special protections for Assyrians, nor did it even record the Assyrians
as an official minority group. When the governments of Iraq and Turkey replaced the Assyrian
category in the census with broader categories of “Christian Kurds, Turks and Arabs,”69 the result
was that Assyrians would never be recognized as a distinct group with unique religious, ethnic and
national characteristics. These developments set the stage for decades of inaccurate descriptions of
Assyrians as “Turco-Semites”, “Christian Kurds”, and “Semitic” or “Mountain Turks.”70 Not only
had enormous physical losses been suffered, but the Assyrian right to its indigenous homeland,
even to its very identity and presence was intentionally disappeared. As Travis has written: “So
thorough has been the cultural and physical annihilation of the Assyrian people that even the
memory of their distinctiveness is at risk.”71
In addition, the pre-genocide Ottoman practice of categorizing people by their religious
affiliation (for example, Nestorian or Church of the East, Chaldean, Eastern Catholic, or Syrian)
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continued in a deliberate attempt to blur Assyrian identity and deny the genocide. The long-term
impact of this has been a lack of academic scholarship on, and public or official recognition of, the
Assyrian Genocide.72
Romani Aftermath
There are several parallels in elements of the aftermath of the Romani Genocide with those identified
in the Assyrian case. Firstly, and crucially, is the issue of group identity. The Romanies were
viewed as a social group, although their treatment under the Nazi regime comprised elements of
racial ideologies that attributed to them a genetic tendency towards criminality.73 The actions taken
against Romani communities were either dismissed or excused in a postwar environment that
continued to persecute Romanies based on the very same stereotypes that fueled the genocide in
the first place. The Third Reich policies against the Romanies were commonly regarded as control
over criminals, a form of genocide denial that not only diminished the experiences of the group
and misconstrued the motivations behind their persecution, but then blamed the victims for their
own suffering.
Any attempts to seek recognition placed Romani survivors in a position where the same
prejudices were unleashed. In a continuation of the discrimination they had faced for decades, many
Romani survivors were excluded from official compensation processes, by requiring applicants
to prove a fixed address and employment.74 Romani survivors who claimed compensation for
incarceration in concentration camps or for forced sterilization were often told they had deserved
the treatment they received. Some claiming compensation for physical and psychological effects
were even examined by doctors who had been involved in the Nazi machinery.75 With Germany
determining that actions taken against Romanies before 1943 were “legitimate official measures
against persons committing criminal acts, not the result of policy driven by racial prejudice,”76 the
notion that the treatment of Romanies had been justified set the precedent for ongoing denial of
their right to recognition.
This attitude was further exacerbated by the nature of the surviving Romani populations, who
were, like the Assyrians, scattered across national borders, diverse, and without a central authority
or national government to advocate on behalf of the community. While a process for reparations
for Jewish victims was established in the decades following the end of the war, and a small number
of perpetrators brought to justice via the Nuremburg Trials, Romanies were excluded from any
justice-seeking processes. In addition, and in contrast with the many Jews who migrated to
America, Israel, Australia and elsewhere, Romanies generally remained in the countries they had
been persecuted in during the war, and subjected to the same kinds of discrimination as before.
Now though, they faced the additional trauma of “a concerted effort across Europe to deny the
Porrajmos.”77 Alternatively, where it was acknowledged, Romani experiences were subsumed
within the category of “non-Jewish victims”, which obscured the genocide simply by not naming
its victims. If it was considered at all, the fate of the Romanies was viewed as a marginal issue. As
Stewart has written “…the mass murder and sterilization of the Roma, Sinte, and Gypsies provides,
perhaps, the locus classicus in the modern world of a genocidal catastrophe denied and cast into
public oblivion.”78
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Academic Research and International Law
Assyrian Genocide
While the Armenian Genocide has been recognized by an overwhelming proportion of genocide
scholars and is now situated within the standard canon of twentieth century genocides, very little
scholarly literature has been produced on the Assyrian Genocide. In part this is the result of the
complexity of the religious, cultural, ethnic and national make-up of Assyrian identity which
comprises a range of sub-groups and religious denominations, as well as the application of various
exonyms (identities and definitions imposed on the community by others), spreading confusion.
Partly the lack of scholarly attention paid to the Assyrian genocide is an inadvertent side-effect
of the inaccessibility of much of the evidence. In addition to Turkish authorities deliberately
withholding evidence, documents that are available often appear in a range of languages, most of
them not widely understood.79 Another important reason that the Assyrian Genocide has remained
in the shadows is the previous emphasis on proof of perpetrator intent. Relative to evidence
of the Armenian Genocide, proof of intent to eradicate the Assyrian population took longer to
discover and decipher. As already mentioned, much official perpetrator documentation names the
Armenian community as the primary group for elimination, though in practice Assyrians were
frequently targeted.
Racho Donef pioneered research into official documents indicating genocidal intent against
Assyrians by analyzing telegrams sent in 1914 and 1915 by the Ministry of the Interior, mostly to the
governors of the southern and eastern Ottoman provinces of Van, Mosul, Diyarbakir, Mamuretu’l
Aziz, Halep (Aleppo) and Bitlis. These demonstrate that all Assyrians, regardless of denomination,
were to be “deported” and “resettled”,80 terms usually used as euphemisms for genocide.
Like Armenians, thousands of Assyrians died of starvation, thirst, exposure, disease and local
violence, in desert camps and along the deportation routes, aligning with articles (b) “causing bodily
or mental harm”; (c) “deliberately inflicting on the [victim] group conditions of life calculated to
bring about its physical destruction”; and (d) “imposing measures intended to prevent births” of
the Genocide Convention.81
The emphasis on mass murder in early genocide historiography tended to overshadow other
components of genocide such as deportation and forced removal and assimilation of women and
children. As a result of academic research as well as efforts by respected legal scholars, cultural
and biological strategies have been proven to have represented government policy, and to have
constituted genocide in the Armenian case. There is extensive evidence to demonstrate government
intent to eliminate the Armenian identity via forced assimilation in addition to massacres and
deportation.82 While there was some divergence between the treatment of Armenians and Assyrians,
the recognition of forced assimilation in the Armenian case provides a basis for acknowledging its
effects on Assyrians also.
Over the last two decades, the Assyrian experience has begun to be included in
academic conferences83 and works specifically examining the Assyrian Genocide have been
published.84 Assyrian diaspora organizations have also increased their research output and
advocacy campaigns. In addition, genocide scholars have begun to incorporate the Assyrian
Genocide into journal articles and book chapters, with summaries of the Ottoman era now
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often noting Armenians, Assyrians and Greeks as victims of displacement and genocide.
Adam Jones’ Genocide: A Comprehensive Introduction, for instance, states that “while the events
of the 1914-22 period have long been depicted in terms of the Armenian Genocide and its
aftermath, one is justified in portraying it instead as a unified campaign against all the empire’s
Christian minorities”.85
This view is reflected in an Assyrian saying that refers to the attitudes of the perpetrators: “An
onion is an onion, red or white. All must be chopped.”86 However, this grouping of victims comes
with its own issues, such as the risk that the nuances of each case can be overlooked. Combining
all Christian minorities together as victims of the Young Turks can overstate the role of religion in
the genocides, and dilute the ethnic, cultural and national aspects of ideologies that informed the
treatment of the Armenian community in particular. It can also obscure other specifics, such as the
numbers of victims and survivors. It is recorded that two million indigenous Christian Armenians,
Assyrians and Hellenes were massacred, deported or forcibly converted to Islam by 1918,87 but
these sorts of collective statistics fail to differentiate between the communities’ respective losses.
The other consequence is that those Assyrians who are experiencing persecution today in Iraq
and Syria, are consistently subsumed within the category of “Christian minorities”, which, while
recognizing the religious character of the community, overlooks their unique cultural, national and
ethnic characteristics.
Romani Genocide
As in the Assyrian case, a lack of documentary evidence has contributed to the hiddenness of the
Romani Genocide. While the Nazis meticulously documented the murder of Jews, their accounting
of Romani deaths was deficient. The Romani population was considered to be so marginal, in fact,
that their elimination did not require any written authorization.88 Once again, the emphasis on
written government intent placed Romani experiences on the fringes of early academic research
on genocide.
Survivor testimonies are also rare. In Romani cultures, history itself is an alien concept,
especially when it is related to the commemoration of death, both individual and collective.89
Therefore, Romani survivors were “traditionally not disposed to keeping alive the terrible
memories from their history.”90 The orally-based nature of Romani culture and a disinclination
to record events in writing meant that Romani survivor experiences have not been recorded or
studied in depth. As stated by Zoltan Barany, “unlike the Jews and other victims of the Holocaust,
many of whom were highly educated, Gypsy survivors did not leave behind diaries, did not write
memoirs, and did not do subsequent research into this subject.”91 In addition to cultural influences,
those survivors reintegrating into their countries of origin, such as Germany and Italy, were faced
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with enormous pressure to remain silent about their experiences, or, as already noted, blamed for
their own imprisonment and oppression.
Yet another parallel with the hiddenness of the Assyrian Genocide is the impact of narrow
definitions of victim groups and unrealistic expectations concerning the explicitness of evidence
of perpetrator intent. The definition of victim groups under the Genocide Convention may be read
as excluding Romanies, since they were assumed to have been targeted not as a racial, ethnic,
national or religious group, but rather as a result of their ‘asociality.’ This stereotype however
was founded on pseudo-biological racial theories, which attributed supposed criminal tendencies
to hereditary characteristics, thought to be innate to Romanies as a group. Despite the fact that
Romanies were targeted based on racial ideologies, early genocide scholars tended to accept
the exclusion of Romanies from the definition of genocide victims,92 effectively sidelining their
experiences. As Robbie McVeigh has explained, “if they are not an ethnic group ipso facto they
cannot have experienced genocide.”93
Although Raphael Lemkin’s original conception of genocide included biological and cultural
methods of genocide, when the Genocide Convention was ratified after the Second World War,
attention was focused, understandably, on mass murder, gas chambers, ghettos and concentration
camps. Genocidal tools that veered from these very overt and visible measures were discounted, and
the unprecedented and industrial-scale methods used during the Holocaust became the benchmark
for genocide. Although many Romanies were murdered by the Nazi regime, forced sterilization
was a primary genocidal strategy against the Romani population, sometimes carried out in local
“hereditary health clinics”94 and often unrecorded. Much like forced assimilation of Assyrian
women and children, forced sterilization was a tactic that remained largely unacknowledged
as a genocidal tool, despite technically qualifying as a strategy of genocide under the Genocide
Convention.95
Mirroring another of the reasons for the lack of attention on the Assyrian Genocide was
a heavy emphasis on clear proof of central and premeditated intent to eradicate a group. The
treatment of Romani communities was not conducted in a particularly strategic way and although
documents were produced indicating intent,96 sometimes decisions were made for pragmatic rather
than ideological reasons, such as in the case of establishing and liquidating the “Gypsy camp”
at Auschwitz.97 The lack of evidence of a single decision by authorities to eradicate the Romani
population has been misinterpreted to mean there was no genocidal policy in place at the time.
A contemporary understanding of genocide allows for some divergence in implementation,
recognizing that genocide rarely stems from one decision made and documented by authorities,
but more often progresses over time, and frequently in response to other wartime developments.
Legally, genocidal intent can be inferred from a coordinated set of actions,98 a fact that sheds new
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light on the Romani Genocide, during which persecution and massacres were carried out at a
grassroots level by a range of perpetrators and across national borders, from Serbia and Croatia, to
Italy and Romania, as well as, of course, Germany. But these were not always explicitly directed by
the Nazis. The Romani Genocide was a prime example of structuralism, where local governments,
low-level bureaucrats, schools and other local institutions all worked to implement a system of
discrimination, persecution and eventually genocide. In some places, “municipal camps” were set
up in order to concentrate Romani communities, where they were examined by scientists searching
for the gene of asocial behavior.99 Local perpetrators operated in a culture where social and racial
hatred was condoned and encouraged, and they were well aware that they could act with impunity.
Yet in the aftermath of the Holocaust, this method of implementation did not align with the notion
of genocide requiring state-sponsorship or official directions from a central authority.
Public Memory
Assyrian Monuments and Commemoration
Commemoration ceremonies dedicated to the Assyrian Genocide have largely been restricted to
Assyrian diaspora communities. In recent years, commemoration of the Armenian Genocide has
attracted increased attention, particularly around advocacy for recognition from the Turkish state.
High profile speakers such as the eminent Geoffrey Robertson QC, who has become an ambassador
for Armenian Genocide recognition, and events including the one hundred-year anniversary of
the commencement of the genocide (April 24, 2015) have resulted in mainstream media coverage.
Meanwhile, official acknowledgments by the Vatican, the European Union and various nations
including the Ottoman Empire’s then-ally, Germany, have created a sense of credibility and urgency
around the Armenian Genocide, as well as broader public knowledge of its occurrence. In Australia,
the connections between the Armenian Genocide and the experiences of the Anzacs in Turkey have
begun to enter the collective consciousness.100 The Assyrian Genocide, however, remains beyond
the awareness of the general public and attracts little coverage outside of the Assyrian press.
A host of monuments exists to officially memorialize the Armenian Genocide and some of
these also recognize the Assyrian and Hellenic experiences.101 The establishment of such memorials
has not, however, been simple to achieve or free from controversy. For instance, much debate
surrounded the erection of a monument in Sydney specifically dedicated to Assyrian victims,102
with some local Turkish groups attempting to prevent the memorial. The plaque has been subjected
to several attacks and acts of vandalism since being erected.103
In addition, sometimes the positive impact of public memorials is diminished by continuing
confusion concerning Assyrian identity, and debate over how to recognize the religious diversity
within the community. It is arguable that ongoing theological, political and jurisdictional disputes
amongst the adherents of the different Assyrian churches are hampering the cause of public
and political recognition of the genocide. The Church of the East (“Nestorian”) and sections of
the Syriac Orthodox (“Jacobite”) churches commemorate the “Assyrian Genocide.” Some recent
monuments have, in response to the assertion by the Vatican-aligned Chaldean Catholic Church
of the existence of a “Chaldean Genocide”, begun to distinguish between religious denominations
in public memorials, such as one located in Belgium.104 A memorial unveiled in Sweden in May
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2015 complicates efforts to bring the Assyrian experience out of its current state of hiddenness,
by referring to the “Centenary of the Genocides of the Armenians, Assyrians, Syriacs, Chaldeans
and Hellenes.” Similarly, the “Oecumenical Memorial” in Berlin, Germany, identifies the victim
populations as “Armenians, Hellenes of Asia Minor, Pontus and eastern Thrace, and Arameans
(Syriacs, Assyrians, Chaldeans).”105 It comprises a set of four elaborate memorials along a wall,
creating three separate spaces for each group as well as one, common space.
While these memorials are undoubtedly well intentioned, they serve to maintain historical
factions and divisions that were established under the Ottoman Empire and even earlier, and to
ensure the Assyrian Genocide remains misunderstood or simply ignored by the general public.
Romani Monuments and Commemoration
It was not until the 1970s that an important shift occurred in the acknowledgement and
memorialization of Romani experiences during the Nazi era. Alongside civil rights movements
and a growing body of scholarly literature, Romanies began to push for greater attention to be
paid to their experience of genocide.106 A small, albeit increasing, body of literature now focuses
on the genocide of the Romanies in Germany and other European states that were part of the
Axis during the Second World War.107 Still today though, Romanies “seldom appear in official
statistics and Holocaust victim commemoration events.”108 And as Hancock maintains, there is
still “a long way to go both with our understanding of the Porrajmos and with achieving its proper
acknowledgement in the classroom.”109 The task of recognition is complicated by the fact that,
like the Assyrians, the Romanies constitute an internally diverse group, characterized by cultural
fragmentation as well as factional rivalries, which has prevented the possibility of empowerment
around common social, cultural and political goals.110
In Italy, the Porrajmos remains highly under-studied and the memory of the Romanies’ past
is still not officially recognized. Indeed, its very reality continues to be questioned. Historical
investigation of the persecution and internment of Italian Romanies has been carried out only by
independent researchers and only since around 1999. An increase in national patriotism is now
playing a key role in the emergence of an historical amnesia and revisionism which is allowing
racism to re-emerge, together with the myth of Italian kindness and moral superiority.111
In Germany, on the contrary, Italy’s principal partner in the Axis alliance, this recognition
arrived in 1982 under then chancellor Helmut Kohl. More recently, on Holocaust Memorial Day in
2011, Zoni Weisz became the first Romani survivor to address the German Parliament,112 and the
following year, Chancellor Angela Merkel inaugurated a monument dedicated to Sinti and Roma
victims.113 In those countries where local populations collaborated with the Nazis and perpetrated
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their own massacres of Jews and Romanies, there has been little motivation to commemorate the
victims for fear of highlighting their own complicity. In Romania, despite the unveiling of a $7.4
million Holocaust memorial to commemorate over 280,000 Jews and 11,000 Romanies who died as
victims of the Ion Antonescu regime, the murder of the Romani community remains a taboo subject
(as explored in the 2015 documentary film Valley of Sighs).114 Although Romanies are recognized
among the victims, the context of their suffering has not been well illuminated, nor perpetrators
held accountable. As Kelso and Eglitis write, “Roma are simultaneously represented, unrepresented
and misrepresented in the historical story and memorial of the Holocaust in Romania.”115
In Hungary, Roma and Sinti Genocide Remembrance Day is commemorated in a number of
memorial events held throughout the country. In 2014, former President János Áder delivered a
speech at the inauguration of a new center dedicated to Romani history, culture, education and
Holocaust remembrance. Despite these steps, Romani survivors and their descendants “are not
only struggling against attempts to disavow and erase the memory of what happened to them, but
also against new persecutions.”116 The rise of right-wing ultra-nationalism does not bode well for
Porrajmos or Holocaust remembrance in Hungary.
In Bulgaria, March 10 was designated by the Council of Ministers as the “Day of the
Salvation of the Bulgarian Jews and of the Victims of the Holocaust and of the Crimes against
Humanity.”117 However, there is no specific statement by the Council as to whether Romanies
are included as victims. In 2014, Croatia’s parliament adopted August 2 as “International Roma
Holocaust (Porrajmos) Remembrance Day.”118 Yet, still many Croatian Romanies continue to suffer
segregation and discrimination that pervades every aspect of their lives, from education to health
and employment.119 As for the Slovak Republic, terms that express the Romani Genocide, such as
Porrajmos or Samudaripen (mass killing) are still “not recognized and not acceptable.”120
Conclusion
The parallels between Assyrian and Romani genocides having been treated as an afterthought of
history, or ignored completely, are significant. What does this tell us about why some genocides
are omitted from collective memory and official writing of history?
There is rarely one reason for a genocide having been forgotten. Exclusive attention on betterknown genocides that occurred simultaneously cannot be said, in and of itself, to have obscured the
Assyrian and Romani cases. There is an interplay between various factors, some inadvertent and
others deliberate that has resulted in the two genocides remaining on the periphery of academic
and public attention. Many of these factors began even before the genocides occurred, continued
throughout, and were consolidated in the aftermath of the events.
In both cases, issues such as a complex group identity that extends beyond neat ethnic, national
and/or religious lines, as well as definitions imposed by others and intentional muddying of the
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group’s identity, have contributed to an ongoing lack of clarity about what constitutes Assyrian
and Romani identity, let alone the history of their genocides. Calculated strategies to hide the
history of the communities and annul their identification as a group may even be said to constitute
genocidal tactics in themselves. In both examples, internal divisions and the absence of a unified
authority to advocate the cause of recognition continue to exacerbate this situation.
Moreover, the relative lack of official documentation, corroborating evidence and survivor
testimony, compared with that available for the Holocaust and Armenian Genocide, relegated the
two genocides to virtual oblivion within academia until recently. In the Assyrian case, in addition
to the Turkish authorities’ denial and refusal to release documentation, that evidence which is
available is less accessible, requiring knowledge of many cultures, geographical areas, aspects of
history, and languages. The tactics used after the war to erase Assyrian identity in official records
meant that the history has not been easy to reconstruct and analyze.
The Assyrian and Romani genocides were also forgotten due to aspects of early academic study
of genocide, including the focus on written evidence of perpetrator intent and on direct methods of
mass murder at the expense of other genocidal strategies. Both the Assyrian and Romani genocides
were committed by a range of perpetrators; varied from region to region; relied on massacre as well
as cultural and biological elimination strategies; and involved large-scale deportations causing
huge numbers of deaths.
Meanwhile, the narrow scope of the Genocide Convention, which provides the legal framework
for genocide to this day, combined with an ongoing misperception of Romanies as a social, rather
than ethnic group, effectively excluded the genocide of the Romanies from legal recognition.
Acknowledgement remains a crucial issue for today’s Romanies and Assyrians. This
acknowledgement does not, however, rest on equating their experiences with their better-known
counterparts or blaming other communities for eclipsing their experiences and history. What is a
critical progression on the path to achieving full recognition of the Assyrian and Romani genocides
is a better understanding of how the process of forgetting and concealing the two genocides
developed. Only once these processes are more fully understood can redress occur in academia,
the law and public commemoration spaces.
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